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InrnorucrroN
Nnw Jnnsny is fortunate in having many famous mineral

localities, and of these perhaps the most frequently visited by
collectors are the trap quarries of First Watchung Mountain,
especially thbse at West Paterson and Great Notch.

These occurrences have also received considerable attention
from investigators, but the conclusions rvhich have been arrived
at as to the genesis of the minerals are not in general familiar
to collectors. This is particularly true concerning some of the
more recent discoveries, and the present paper has been written
to call attention to these discoveries and the resulting conclusions
as to the genesis of these remarkable mineral deposits.

Gnor,ocy2
The rocks of this region are of Triassic age and consist of

sedimentary rocks with interbedded basalt flows, the whole
collectively known as the Newark Group.
The sedimentaries comprise fine-grained red shale, sandstone,

conglomerate, and dark colored argillite or mudstone; the source
of the materials having evidently been the gneiss, quartzite and
limestone of the Highland belt to the west. Ripple-marks, mud-
cracks, rain-drop impressions, foot-prints of reptiles, and mineral
cavities are frequently found. These sedimentaries are now be-
lieved to be of continental origin, deposited under semi-arid
conditions in basins at the foot of the then newly uplifted Appa-
lachian Mountains.

I Read before the Philadelphia Mineralogical Society, September 14, 1916.
z See U. S. Geol. Survey, Passaic Folio, lb?, lgll.
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Numerous ehort but vigorous streams brought down the debris ofthe

disintegrating and decomposing granites, gneisses and metamorphic sedi-

ments of earlier Paleozoic age, and deposited.them in coalescing alluvial

fans across the smoother plain of the crystaliine Piedmont. Occasional

downwardmovementsofwarpingorfaultinggaveopportunityforlocal
thickening of the dePosits. ' .3

similar deposits are now forming in the Great Basin of the

western United States where extensive sediments are being laid

down on the floors of sinking basins at the foot of the sierras.

In these saline residues, mud-cracks of great depth and ripple-

marks are much in evidence. It is only under such conditions

that thoro oxidation of the iron in sediments can occur; this,

it is believed, accounts for the prevalent red color of the beds of

the Newark Group.
In many of the beds glauberitea and halite6 cavities are found,

these minerals having formed in Triassic "playas" or temporary

lakes, as they became concentrated thru evaporation'
During the deposition of these continental sediments, igneous

activity lnterposed toward the close of the Triassic period.

Three basalt flows mark this epoch in the vicinity of Paterson'

Due to greater resistance to weathering as compared with the

softer sedimentaries. the basalt m&sses rise above the surrounding

country as prominent ridges, known as First, Second and Third

watchung Mountains. The mineral localities of importance

are found in the first, those of West Paterson at a part of the

mountain known as Garrett Rock.
The local features shown by the basalts are thus explained by

Fenner.6
The flow spread over the surfaceof the accumulating sediments and fiIled

the depressions occupied by the playa lakes' Ovcr the dry areas' the

lava came to rest quietly, uttd th" normal process of cooling and crystal-

| i za t ion fo l lowedwi thout in te r rup t ion .Therock formedunder these
conditions presents a dense, homogeneous mass, which, undel the micro-

scope, is found to have the holocrystalline texture normal to basalts'

Over the lake beds, however, the lava was quickly chilled from

I J. Volney Lewis, The origin and relations of the Newark rocks, Ann. Rept.

State Geologist of New Jersey, [000, p. 107
{ E. T. W-herry, Glauberit6 crystal-cavities in Triassic rocks. am. Min.

1, (3), 37-43. 6 B. K. Emerson, Bull. U' S' Geol' Survey 128' 144' 1895'
-6 

c. N. Fenner, Features indicative of physiographic conditions prevailing

at the time of the trap extrusions in New Jersey, 'I' GeoI'18,299, 1908' The

watchung basalt anilthe paragenesis of its zeolites and other secondary min-

erale, Ann. N. Y. Acot. Sci.,N,93' l9l0'
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the effects of water and vaporized steam. An exposure in the south-
western part of Paterson shows a mixture of lava and very fine mud sev-
eral feet in thickness, and in many other places the lava was rendered
extremely vesibular. The upper portions were not so thoroly impreg-
nated with steam but were, nevertheless, quickly cooled and became
viscous. The jets and tongues of fused material seem to have assumed
the consistency of a thick syrup and instead of spreading laterally they
solidified in smoothly rounded boulder-like masses, having considerable
similarity to the 'pahoehoe' of trIawaiian flows. The rounded
forms are sometimes built up to a thickness of @-70 feet. The interior
of the boulders cooled with suficient slowness to permit the basalt to
crystallize with normal texture, but each is sheathed rvith a crust of glass
(tachylite) varying from an inch to several inches in thickness, having
often a laminated structure. Where unaltered the color is usually dark
olive-green or brown, and the appeerence is decidedly vitreous.

The crusts frequently present a shattered appearance due to the sudden
chill which theyhaveexperienced, and at times pockets among the boul-
ders are filled with considerable masses of breccia of this nature.T

Ise Zs,ottrn Dnposrrs
Occurrence: Thesecondarymineralsformnestsandpockets in the an-

gular spaces between adjacent boulder-forms and wrap around them in
bands in the situation in which the glassycrustswere originally developed.e

This is due to the fact that the glass passed more easily into
solution than the basalt, and formed the channels of easiest
circulation.

. Alteration algo followed the shrinkage cracks which penetrate
the interior of the normally crystallized interior of the boulders and pro-
duced veinlike bands of secondary mineralsj in a breccia of unaltered
basalt.s

A study of the field relations has shown that the spheroidal masses of
basalt, sheathed with glassy crusts, appear in areas which, at the time
of the basalt flow, were covered by shallow lakes, and that these areas
coincide with those in which the formation of zeolitic minerals has oc-
curred.ro

Sowce of lhe watas uhfuh ilepositeil the zeolites: The query arises as
to the origin of the circulating waters, whether meteoric or magmatic.

. In the case of these zeolitic deposits several lines
of evidence lead to the conclusion that the waters were of extraneous
origin. Field observation shows that the secondary alteration extends
to within a few feet of the lower surface of the trap sheet, and points to
an uprise of waters from the underlying shales.rl

The aqueous contents of the lava would be completelSr expelled into
the open air. The source of thd.waters which effected alteration must,
therefore, be sought elsewhere. A theory of derivation from meteoric

7 Fenner, second paper cited, pp. 100 and 101.
s Fenner, ibid,. p. lLl. ro Fenner, ibill. p. lO2.

E Fenner, ibid, p. l0o,
rr Fenner, iAid. p, 104.
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of ingress. The somewhat loose and porous structure of the accumula-

tions of lava above the preexistenr lakes being favorable for percolation,

in this arm of the system of circulation slowly rose.
The system of circulation thus conceived is analogous to that of a[te-

sian flows, only modified in this respect, that the effective head was not

so much due to a difference in elevation between the points of ingress and

exit, as to vaporization of the water in the upper portions of the channel

of exit.r2

gled with this material, there are fragments of basaltic glass, whose nature

In these later changes, the material which participated was derived both

from the first deposited minerals, which had now become unstable, and

from nerv supplies of igneous rock, to which accesg was now gained'

The constant removal of material in solution undoubtedly enlarged

the channels of circulations and, in places, produced cavities of eonsider-

able size. The most perfect crystals are naturally found in vugs of this

kind. It does not appear, however, that such openings were at all nec-

essary for recrystallization, and in most cases they were not present' The

leaching appears to have been somervhat selective, for iron and magnesia

are greatly reduced in the later stages la

It Fenner, ibid. p. 106' ls Fenner' iAid. p,103. u Fenner, ibid' p' lL2'
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It was found difrcult at first to account in a satisfactory manner for
the introduction of such quantities of carbonic acid as the abundance of
calcite requires. The hypothesis which was finally adopted as
being most probable was that the meteoric waters of the general form of
circulation, retained some store of the originally dissolved car-
bonic acid (probably as bicarbonate of lime, CaHz(COg)r, and carbonates
of the alkalies) at the period of their history at which they entered the
basalt sheet on the return journey to the surface. When conditions be.
came favorable, this supply of dissolved carbonic acid reacted with the
varioug original and secondary lime silicates at moderate temperatureo.
When the temperature is high, on the contrary, the process is reversed,
so that carbonate rocks carrying silica, passing from the zone of kata'
morphism into the zone of anamorphism, whcre high temperatures pre-
vail, have the carbonic acid driven off, while the lime cornbines with the
silica, and produces lime silicates. The process is, therefore, easily a
reversible one under variations of temperature. This probably accounts
for the observed fact that little or no calcite appears to have been formed
in the Watchung series during the prevalence of the more elevated tem-
perotures under which the minerals of the first and second periods were
deposited, and it was not until very moderate temperatures were reached
that carbonation became the chief feature, tending to destroy the pre-
viously formed silicates.rE

The theory of the source of the circulating waters above out-
lined is open to some question. It seems evident that the for-
mation of the zeolites has locallybeen determined to a greatextent
by the development of basalt glass easily susceptible to alteration,
which in turn was determined by the situation of the predxisting
lakes. Contact metamorphism of the shale beneath the basalt
would render it quite impervious end an effective seal against
invasion of waters from that direction. Even were such a circu-
lation possible, it would undoubtedly have passed completely under
the basalt to the opposite edge of the sheet, rather than thru
the hot rocks above, as this would have formed the easiest path.

The present writer believes that the more plausible explanation
is that the water involved was furnished both by the playa lakes
and the magma itself. That considerable water was absorbed
from these lakes by the basalt in its incursion cannot be doubted,
and is evidenced by the development of anhydlite and glauberite,
which distinguish these deposits frorn those of most other famous
zeolite localities. Then, too, the solutions inherent in the magma
cannot be disregarded.

At Moore Station, N. J., zeolites are found in contraction
fissures in diabase, and are believed to owe their origin to mag-

15 Fenner, iAid. p. 175.
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matic water exuded during the last stages of cooling into the
contraction fissures. In the case of the Watchung basalt the
zeolites may have been derived by alteration of the basalt glass
and to a lesser extent of the normal basalt by solutions due to
mingling of absorbed lake water and emanations from the cooling
boulders.

The objection may be raised that the aqueous contents of the
lava would have been completely expelled into the open air im-
mediately upon its extrusion. Zeolites are, however, not un-
common in basalts, and amygdaloidal deposits are present in
many occurrences of these rocks, and the origin in both cases
may safely be ascribed to solutions from the original magma.
It is quite possible that covering by later flows is a potent factor
in the development of such zeolite deposits, for the cooling of the
magma and formation of seeondary minerals must under sueh
circumstances continue long after other flows have sealed the top.

The mud found admixed with the zeolites and the glass would
naturally be supposed to be the result of stirring up of the lake
bottom by the basalt as it rolled along; much mud would be kept
in suspension by circulating waters until the zeolites had been
deposited,-often entering them as inclusions.

The majority of the secondary minerals are found to consist of thc
elements present in the original plagioclase feldspar, with or without addi-
tion of water. The possibilities of equilibrium among the great number
of compounds present rvas considered in the light of Gibbs's phase rule,
and some inquir5' rvas made into the applicability of this rule to the con-
ditions of the problem. It was deemed most probable that, altho
various modifying conditions entered whose effect could not be wholly
taken into account, the general conclusions to which the phase rule pointed
should hold and that the possibility of all the compounds present coex-
isting in equilibrium could not be admitted.rB

The processes of alteration may be divided into
periods, which with their characteristic minerals are as follows:ri

Period I. Boric acid period.
Stage 1. Albite, quartz, garnet, amphiboles, specularite, sulfides.
Stage 2. Datolite, prehnite, pectolite, amphiboles, specularite, sul-

fides.

Period II. Zeolite pcriod.
Analcite, chabazite, heulandite, stilbite, natrolite, scolecite, iaumon-

tite, apophyllite, amphiboles, chloritc, specularite, sulfides.

Period III. Calcite period.
Thaumasite, calcite, gypsum, amphiboles, chlorite, specularitc, sulfides.

ro Fenner, ibrd. p. 186; see also pp. 115-121. t7 Fenner, ibid. p. I20.
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Dr. Fenner has. made an exhaustive study of the sequences of
the minerals at West Paterson and Great Notch, examining
many specimens and thin sections. The paper is replete with
descriptions of slides and specimens, and extended discussions of
the relationships of the minerals.

Attention may be called, however, to albite which is found
replacing labradorite. Dr. Fenner believes that the various
molecules entering into the feldspars are chemically independent,
and presents the theory that

. the anorthite molecule was continually leached out of the
labradorite, while albite was deposited in its place, a chief feature being
probably a growth of crystals at the expense of others in the vicinity.rs

Some of the most interesting specimens to be found at the
quarries are the well known "pseudomorphous cavities,, found
in quartz, prehnite, datolite, and pectolite. These have long
been known under the misnomer ,'quartz pseudo pectolite" or
in a few instances, quartz pseudo some zeolite. Two types of
crystals are represented by the cavities, one rectangular in out-
line, thick to thin tabular in habit, and evidentlyorthorhombic;
the other lozenge of "diamond"-shaped in cross section, pris-
matie in habit, and monoclinic in symmetry.re

Babingtonite was described from Paterson by Dr. Fennerz0 in
1914 and he suggested that this was the original mineral of the
cavities. But Mr. F. I. Allenzl discovered anhydrite in McKier-
nan and Bergin's quarry about the same time, in all stages of
alteration to gypsum or thaumasite; and study has shown that
this mineral was undoubtedly the one to which most of the
rectangular cavities are due.

More recently loose casts of quaftz in the lozenge-shaped
cavities have been found, showing well defined prismatic and
pyramidal faces, and these were shown by Dr. Wherryz2 to be
due to glauberite.

ts Fenner, ibid. p. 122.
re E. T. Wherry, The lozenge-shaped cavities in the First Watchung Moun-

tain zeolite deposits, J.Wash. Acail. Sci.,0, (Z), 182, 1916.
20 C. N. Fenner. Babingtonite from passaic County, N. J., ./. Wash. Acad,

Sci., 1,553-558, 1914. Additional notes on babingtonite from passaic Co.,
N. J., iD,id., 59g-605.

2r F. I. Allen, N. Y. Times, Nov. 28, lgl4; Arn. J . Sci., ge,1A4, lgl5.
22 E. T. Wherry,loc. cit.
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An interesting specimen of gypsum is shown in Plate V. The
back o the crystal shows a pseudomorph of gypsum after an-
hydrite. The anhydrite was evidently the first mineral to form,
and received a coating of quartz crystals; later, the anhydrite
was replaced by gypsum, which recrystallized and became the
nucleus of a much larger crystal, which has since suffered cor-
rosion of the faces as shown in the first figure.

TABLE I, PRINCIPAL MINERALS OF THE DEPOSITS

Mineral Composition

I  t  N a A l
LaDradont€ 

\ r-a c" et
(Ca, Fe, Mn) Fer

l n  C a M g

\ n (Mg, Fe) (Al, Fe)r
(Me, Fe)r
Na Al

1 {cr, trlg, n")
I  N a A l

(Mg' Fe)a Alr
Hr (Mg' Fe)e Ah

Fer
Fe
Fe Cu
Zn
Pb

Co
Ca
Ca Naz

Na A l
(Nar, Ca) Ah
(Na:, Ca) Al*

H Na Car

Ca B (OH)

(H, Kd Ca
Hr Ca: AL

Naz Alz
Ca AL

l^  Naz A lz

\ "  C a  A l r

Ca Alz

Ca Ale

Ca Al,

Ca Ab

Ca
Car (OH)r(COz)

Babingtonit€

Augite

Olivine
Albite

Amphibole

Garnet
Chlorite
Specularite
Pyrite?

Chalcopyrite
Sphalerite
Galena

Quartz
Chalcedony
Calcite
Anhydrite
(Glauberite)

Analcite
Chabazite
Gmelinite
Pectolite
Datolite
Apophyllite
Prehnite
Natrolite

Scolecite

Meeolite

Thomsonite
Laumontite

Stilbite
Fleulandits

Opal

Gypsum
Thaumasite
Ar&gonite

SirOa
SirOr

(SiOs)r
(SiOs)z

SiOs
SiOr
SirOe
SiOr

(SiOa)r
(Si0r)a
(SiOdr

U3

Sr
S,

S
s

SiOz
SiOr
COr
SOr

(SO.)r

SizOt
(SiOa)r
(SiOr)r

(SiOr)s

SiOr
(SiOr)r.
(SiOr)r

Sjroro. 2HrO

SirOro, 2HzO

Siaoro. 2HdJ
SiaOro 2HrO

Sizoa. 2iHrO
(SiOr)r. 4H:O

SisOro. 6HrO

Siooro. 5HrO

SiOr, nHlo

SOr. 2Hr0
(SOs) (HSiO.)

Genetic relalion

Primary

Hydrothermal metemorph

H,o
6Hzo
6HO

Malachite Cuz
Alurite Cur

Limonite Fet
gteven8ite Hr Mgr

COr
(OH)r COr
(OH)' (COr)z
Or(OH)c

(SiOr)r' HrO

Weathering product

l2IIzO

Burgerite and rutgersite, alteratioD producte of apophyllite of indefinite composition.




